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Let us denote by ll-13 the hyperbolic three dimensional space. A good model is 

given by 1H3 = {(z, tD E ce X IR; t > O}, with the complete Riemannian metric ds2 = 
(\dzfl + dt2)/t2 of constant negative curvature. The group of orientation~preserving 

isomet ries of ll-!3 is isomorphic to the proje<:tive linear group PSL(2, C). A subgroup 

of PSL(2, C) is ca.Ued discrete if it is discrete as subset of the topological space 

PSL(2, C). l t is well known that a discrete group of PSL(2, C) a.cts discontinuously 

on all 1H3 . If Gis a discrete subgraup of PSL(2, C), then we say that G is Kleinian 
if it acts discontinuousl'.}' somewhere on C. We denote by O(G) t·he region of 

discontinuity of G on the lliemann sphere C. 
·A Kleinian group G is callcd a B-group if there is a simply-connected camponent 

of its region of disconünuity that is invariant under the action of C . Wc say that a 

group G in PSL(2, C) is a node<l Schettky group {respectively, noded 7r9 group) , if 
it is a free group of finite ra-nk (respectivcl.y, isomorphic to the fundamental group 

of a closed Riemann surfacc of genus g ;?_ 2) with a ñnited sidecl fundamental 

polyhedron for its a.ctien on IH3(it musl. be nccessarily Klcinian as consequenc.e of 
Marden's isomorphism theorem). A Kleinian group keeping invariant a round d-isc 
is called Fuchsian. 

To any ctiscrete greup G we ha.ve associated an 3-orbifold (with boundary a 
2-orbifold)) M{G) = (lH3 un(G))/G. The interior IH3 /C is a hyperbolic 3-or.bifold 
and its boundary !l{G)/G is a Riemann surfare with singularities. If G is torsion

. free, then M(G), IH3 /G and !l{G)/G are a 3-manifolct , a hyperbolic 3-manifold ami 
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a Riemann sur fa.ce , respectively. The commutator of G, denoted by [G, G], is the 
normal s ubgroup of G generated by the commutators aba- 1b- 1 with a, b E C. The 

hyperbolic orbifold JH3 ¡¡e, G] is called the homology cover of JH3 /C. 
In '4J is proved the following result which can be considered as Torelli's theorem 

for closed Riemann surfaces. 

Theorem 0.1 (B. Ma.skit /4)). Le.t F be a torsion-Jree, finitely genemted 
Fuch.8ian group. IJ F ha.s no pambolic element.s and it is of the first kind 

(that is, the region o/ disconlinuily is exactly th e cnmplement of the extended 

ren.ls), then the commutator subgroup [F, F J determines uniquely F. In par
ticular, the h yperbolic s tnJcture of the homology cover of a geometrically 

finile hyperbolic three manifold N {homeomorphi c lo S x (O, 1) , where S is a 

dosed. orientable surface of genus g ~ 2) without cusps, determines uniquely 

(up to isometries) th e slructure of N . 

We have extended this result for more general Kleinian groups as follows. 

Theorem 0.2 (/1/, /2/ and (Sj). Let G be a torsion-free, non-abelian Kleinian 

group which i.s either 

(a) 8-group; or 

(b) geometrically finite and isomorphic to a Fuch3ian group, 

then G is 1.miquely determined by its commutator subgroup [C, CJ. In 

particular, the hyperbolic structur-e of a 3-manifotd, which either 

( 1) i.s geom et6cally fini.te and homeomorphic to S x (O, 1), where S is a 

closed orientable surface of genu.s grealer than one; or 

(2) ha.s a incompressible botmdary f or which the inclution map induces an 

i.somorphism at the level of homotopy, 

is uniquely determincd. ( up f.o i.<Jometr-ies} by tite h yperbolic structure of i.ls 

homology co uer. 

Examples of groups eit.her with torsion or in higher dimensions where the above 

results are not longer true are given in [2]. 

Problem. For which cla.ss of K!cinian groups holds t he above rigidity property? 
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We prove Theorem 2 in the ca.se that G is a Schottky group. 

Theorem 2'. Let C and H be Schottky groups of genera g an.d h , respec.tively . 

Assume g an.d h to be grY!.aler or equal to 2, that is, G nnd H are n.on·cr¡clic 

group•. lf!G,G] = [f/, fl] , then G = fl. 

Let. us denote by N the common commuta.tor subgroup of G and H . Since N 
is normal subgroup of both G and 11 , both have thc same region of discontinuity. 

Denote t his region by íl:. The rcgion íl: is nonelemcntary, that is, íl: is thc quoticnt 

of the hyperbolic plane by a nonelementary Fuchsian gro u p. In particular, thc total 

group of conforma\ a.utomorphisms of n acts d iscontinuously on it. 

Set T = G n H and Jet R be the group genera ted by C and H. The fact that 

the group of conforma.l automorphisms of O a.cts di.scont inuously on it implics that 

the group Risa Kleinian group with nas region of discontinuity. Let us consider 

the following commutative diagram 

o 
t l 
O/N 

r l 
0 /T 

7~ 
o¡c o¡ri 

~Á 
0 / R 

Sincc O/ G a.ne! O/ H are closed Ricmann surfaccs of gcnus g a.nd Ji , respcctivcly, 
they ha ve finitc hyperbolic a.rea. In particular, t he s urface O/ R must havc finite 

hypcrbolic a.rea, and the (branched) coverings q1 and <n. a re neccssa.rily of finite 

degree. lt follows that thc groups G and 11 ha.ve finite index in the group R.. 
C roup theory implies that T has finite index in G, H and R. As a consequencc, 

t he (branched) coverings P1 a.nd P:z ha.ve finite degree. We denote by 1' thc genus 
. of 0 / R. 
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Wc must also rema.rk t.hat the coverings p; are necessarily unbranchecL This 

is consequence of the fact that the coverings 11" : n __. fl/T, 11"1 : n __, fl/G and 

11'2 : n __.O/ H are unbranched. 

Now we consider the actions of G and H a.s isometr ies of tthe hyperlxilic 3-space 

IH3 . Since R is discrete , it acts discontinuously on lH3 un. Consider the following 

commuta~ive diagram. 

.D·I3 un 
Tj 

(I;I'un)/ N 

n¡ 
(IlI'un)/ T 

y ~ 
(UI3 u n )/G (Il-1' u n)/ fl 

~fa 
(nI'un)/ R 

Sine.e T has finite index in both G and H , the coverings P1: have finite degree, 

fo~ k = 1, 2. Moreover, they are unbranched coverings as we observed above. 

Consider the induced homomorphisms of the above coverings at the fi.rst homology 

groups (singular homology) with complex coefficicnts (finite dimensional since our 

3-manifolds are compact and homeomorphic to t.hc connect summe of copies of 

type D X S 1 > where s is a closed orientablc surface): 

(P,), . fl (UI'un IC) - H (UI' u n IC) 
• 1 T ' 1 G' ' 

(P,),·H(m'un IC)- ( ~r' un IC) 
. i T ' f11 li ' . 

Since the coverings Pt have finite degree, the above homomorphisms are in fa.et 

surject ive. The kernel of (Pt). correspond.s to loops on fl~n which lift to· loops 

. on ~- In particular, (P1). and (P:i). have the samc kernel. It fotlows trhat t..he 

dimcnsions of H1(~, C) Md H1(1H:;in,c) are the samc. Now, the 3-ma.nifold 
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11''1J(Kl , íor K a. Schottky group oí genus g , ha.s funda.ment.a] group isomorphic t.o 

K , that is , a. free group of rank g. In part.icular, we ha ve the equa.lit.y 

We return to the two dimensional situation . We ha.ve a natural embedding of 

each surface n, fl/N, 0./T, fl/G, O./H and O./ R as the natural boundary of the 

hyperbolic orbifold (a manifold with t.he only exception oí~) IH3 U O., ~. 
~. ~. respectively. We denote the above inclusions by in, iN , i r , ic, i H 

a.nd in, respectively. For the particular type of ma.nifolds we a.re considering, these 

inclusions define surjective homomorphisms at the level of homology (with complex 

coefficients) . The kernel of each of these homomorphisms is as follows. 

(1) Kec(in). = Ln = H,(íl, C); 

(2) Ke.(iN ), .= LN; 

(3) Ker(ir). = Lr corresponds to the cla.sses of loops on O / T which lift to loops 

on n by ro t.; 

(4) Ker (ic). = Le corresponds to t he classes of loops on O /G ·which lift to loops 

onflbyp¡or o t; 

(5) Ker(iH ). = L¡¡ corresp0nds to the cla.sses of loops on n / H which lift to loops 

on n by P'l o r o t.; 

In particular, the induced homomorphisms (ia). : n,(~~B,c) - H1 ( 11~, <G), are 

isomorphisms for BE {N, T, G, 11, R} . 

Since t he coverings p¡, and the (bra.nched.) coverings qJ: have finite degree, for 

k = 1, 2, t he induced surjective homomorphisms a.t homology ( with complex coef

ficients) satisfy the following: 

(7) (p¡) , (úr) <;;Le; 

(8) (p,) , (úr) <;; LH; 

(9) (q,) , ( Lc) <;; Ln; 

(10) (q,),(LH) <;; Ln. 
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We have natrural surject ive homomorphisms (induced by the above ones) 

H1(f!/T, C) H1(fl/ G, C) 
(¡;,), '--Lr- - - - -L-c - ; 

(¡;,)., H,(¡;,c) _ H1(¡:,c), 

(.¡, ), H1(f!/G, C) H1(f!/ R ,C) ' _ _ L_c __ - --L-n--; 

(q,).' u,(n/H,C) H, (f!/R, C) __ L_H __ - --L-n--. 

These homomorphisms satisfy t hc foJ:lowing equa.lit ies. 

(1 1) (P,). o (ir ).= (ic). o (¡;1),; 

(12) (P,). o (ir) .= UH). o(¡;,).; 

~13) (Q,). o (ic ). = U·n) . o(.¡, ).; 

(14) (Q2). o UH).= (in). o(.¡,) .. 

In particular, thc homomorphisms ji1 and P2 ha.ve the same kerne l. 
Now we pro<;eed to cons~rucL dual spaces to Hi(~~T.C), Hi (%G.11:), H,(~~H,C) and 

H,_c';!nn.9, respecUve!y. 

The dual maps of 

(p1),, H,(f!/T, C) - !f,(f!/G,C), 

(p,) , 'f/1(f!/T,C)- fl, (f!/ fl , C), 

(q, ), , H,(f!/G, C) - /J1(f!/R, C) , 

(q,), 'H,(fl/H,C)- ll,(f!/R,C) 

are giving by the pull~backs 

(p1)' '?>(f!/G) - ?i(f!/ T), 
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(p,)' : 'H(fl/ // ) - 'H(fl/ T ), 

(q1)' : 'H(fl/ R) - 'H(fl/ G). 

(q2)' : 'H(fl/ R) - 'H(fl/ // ) . 

Since the homomorphisms at thc level of homology are surjective, the abovc 

dual maps (by pull-backs) are injcctive, 

Let us consider t he orthogonal spaces of Lr in ºH(O/ T ), of Le in 1t(O/G), of 

Lu in ·H(n / H ) and of Ln in ·H(n/ R). Let us denote thcm by .C,,, , C.e, CH and C.n, 
respectively. These spaces are dual to H,{%,T.C) , H,(%e.u:), H,(~~H.C) and H,(~~R.lfl, 

respecti vely. 

Observe tha.t the complex dimension of Ce is g, the dimcnsion of Cu is h, and 

thc d imension of Cn is al most 1'· 

Thc injective homomorphisms (p.1;)º and (q.1;)• induce injective hom'?morphisms 

(p1) ' : Ce - Cr; 

(¡¡,) ' : Cn - Ce; 

We can see t hat t he abovc homomorphisms are the dual maps of (p1) . , Cfi2). , 
(Q1). and (Q-l) . , respectively. 

Thc cqu a..l ity of the kcrncls oí (p1) , and (P2). implies t he equa.lity of t he respec

tive orthogonals spaccs in C7., that is, t hc cquality of t hc images of (p1) ' ami Cfi2)º. 
Wc can sce the images of thesc maps as thosc 1-forms in C.T which are invariant 
under t he act ion of G/T and H/T, rcspectivc\y. In particular , evcry l-fonn in CT 

is invariant undcr G/T if and only if it is invariant uncler H/ T. In particular, the 

imagc of Cn under (P1)" o (iji)' is equal to the image of (p1)' . The injcctivity of 

thesc maps imply t hat t hc dimensions of C.c, C.,, ,11.nd Cn are t he same, t hat is, 

g = 1 = 11. It follows that C a.n<l H must h1we index one in R. In particular, 

n - 11. • 
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